




Committee on Hazardous Wrecks comprised Experts from MOD and Home Office, 
Health and Safety Executive, Port of London Authority and Medway Ports that 
met annually but disbanded by the government in 1983

DfT never employed an expert in explosives and munitions to expertly consider advice it 
commissioned or was offerred
e.g. DERA in their report of 1997 or given by others including e.g. me

Theresa Crossley claimed defining a safe zone,  if the wreck exploded, would be the 
responsibility of the national and local civil authority contingency framework. 
These would include the Chief Constables of Kent, Essex and the Metropolitan Police 
But they deny such responsibility,  even as a possible target of a terrorist attack















• Explosives Substances Act 1883 Section 2

• Action falls within this subsection if it;-

• (a) involves serious violence against a person,
• (b) involves serious damage to property,
• (c) endangers a person's life, other than that of the person committing the action,
• (d) creates a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or a section of the 

public 

• Terrorism Acts 2000 - 2006

• “Duty of Care” in tort Common Law

• http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/d_to_g/explosives/



• Joined R.A.R.D.E. 1966  Applied Explosives Branch EOD Section (pleased to be saving lives not taking)
• 1968 Invented water guns up to 3m long - 16 mm mild steel plate penetration
• 1970 Invented Water gun to make safe any limpet mines attached to Navy ship’s
• 1971 Invented “Circuit Breaker” for NI IEDs – made safe the first IED in Belfast on Friday 12th Nov 1971 
• 1972 Invented “Beguine” flying plate for first car bombs. Modified first RARDE Robot called “Skate”
• 1974 Invented RARDE Fragment Attack Test to rank explosives Anglo- French TNT most unpredictable
• Sensitivity testing of UK explosives in many tests, including TNT and its mixtures with others like RDX
• 1977 Invented Paw-Paw Mk 1
• 1982 Invited to be Team Leader of UK IND Response but rejected offer as no MOD insurance for Team
• 1986 Invented low height Paw-Paw Mk 2
• 1987 Designed various deployment systems to Mk 7 and Mk 8 Wheelbarrow
• 1992 Trainee Team Leader of Nuclear Terrorist bomb Response Team and shocked how backward the 

US & UK were and still are on joint exercises in US and UK
• 1994 Voluntary redundancy when PIRA declared their ceasefire 1994 – over 3,000 IEDs had been made 

safe in the UK by my systems
• 2007 Offered to computer model and clear the Montgomery
• 2012 First public proposal presentation on 27TH September at  Canterbury University. 
• Home Office and Kent Police warned people not to attend

























1. No unexploded terrorist bomb (IED) anywhere in the world is ever left to fate because it is 
too dangerous to make safe. They are all cleared by detonation or disruption  

2. No other unexploded conventional bomb unearthed in the world is ever left to fate 
because it is too dangerous to make safe. They are detonated or made safe by removing 
the explosive and burning it  

3. No unexploded mine found in any sea in the world is ever left to fate because it is too 
dangerous to make safe. They are detonated or made safe by removing the explosive and 
burning it  

4. Only the 10,358 bombs in the SS Richard Montgomery have been left to fate because their 
owners, the  DfT on behalf of  all the UK Governments since 1944, have decided they are 
too dangerous to make safe because they have got their facts wrong. They are all safe to 
remove and dispose of. The 1997 DERA Report confirms this and was ignored by the DfT

5. All the UK Governments since 1944 have failed to realize they have legal obligations in the 
many Acts and Statutory Instruments to protect the public from their bombs  

6. The DfT have decided to ignore expert advice from DERA that the fragmentation bombs are 
safe to remove and computer model the risk to life and property that I offered in 2007

7. The DfT have decided not to determine a safe zone to advise people where they would be 
safe if the wreck exploded and task the Police to move them to safety

8. The DfT have decided not need to employ an explosive expert to advise them over the last 
thirty years of being responsible for protecting the public from this wreck



• 3.1 The bulk of munitions are high explosive bombs. The main fillings are probably still in 
serviceable condition and, with suitable initiation, capable of  a mass high order detonation.

• 3.2 Any fuses present are likely to have been completely flooded for some time and are 
either non functional or no more sensitive than in their normal state.

• 3.3 The white phosphorus smoke bombs would present a special hazard in the event of a 
recovery operation or explosion.

• 3.4 The condition of the explosives would probably permit handling by normal EOD 
procedures providing an aqueous environment was maintained. 

• 3.5 It would be extremely dangerous to use explosives in the vicinity of the wreck.

• 3.6 The reports which estimated the effects of a mass explosion of the remaining cargo 
were both written some time ago. As there have been significant developments in computer 
programs capable of modelling events of this type, it may now be possible to obtain a better 
assessment of the effects of a mass explosion under a variety of different wind and tidal 
conditions than was previously available. The Explosives Effects Sub Committee of the 
Explosive Storage and Transport Committee may be prepared to carry out this assessment.



1. No unexploded terrorist bomb (IED) anywhere in the world is left to fate because 
it is too dangerous to make safe. They usually have a detonator in the explosive, 
battery, anti-disturbance device, timer and are armed ready to function

2. Bomb disposal operators are trained to make considered judgements and avoid 
putting their lives at risk, unless there is no alternative e.g. robot support 

3. Every practicable precaution is taken e.g. bomb suit, before they risk their lives to 
make it safe, often using one of my systems e.g. “Pigstick”, a propellant powered 
water jet gun. No EOD operator has ever left a bomb because it is too dangerous

4. Unexploded IEDs have all the components in place i.e. detonator in the explosive, 
battery, anti-disturbance devices, timers and are armed.

5. Less than 3% of the Montgomery bombs have detonators  in line with the 
explosives in the fragmentation bombs. But these have had their detonator 
explosive washed away, if they were not removed by stevedores in 1944

6. A detonator could kill an operator just as quick as 3,500 tonnes of bombs in the 
Montgomery. He/she would not tell the difference

7. None of the Montgomery bombs are armed, as unexploded IEDs generally are
8. The number of lives that would be made safe, likely exceeds all those killed by the 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs that any EOD operator would be proud to protect



The DERA 1997 Report is the most expert  given but was 
ignored without support from any other expert stating;-
1. Southend Board of Trade Report that the fragmentation 

bombs were removed  by the Stevedores in 1944
2. The lead azide in the detonators (less than 0.2 gm per 

detonator) were likely washed away soon after sinking
3. Any fused bombs would not be armed
4. Fused bombs no more unsafe than in pristine condition 

and could be removed with EOD handling care
5. Suggested computer modelling to define risks to life and 

property



• The fuses holding the detonators are not water tight and the 0.2 gm per detonator initiator primary 
explosive, lead azide, is soluble and would have been quickly washed away ERDE (MOD) Report.

• Likewise any copper azide would certainly be washed away but could not have been formed as the 
temperature in the wreck is too low to provide the reaction activation energy required

• Copper azide is in two forms and both are used as detonator filings by the US NAVSEA Research 
Center in a 40 mm Grenade and countermeasure Mine Dart. Copper azide passed impact tests

• Other research work shows copper and lead azides similar in sensitivity in impact tests but 
electrostatic tests show copper azides more sensitive than lead azides

• NAVSEA US conducted steel ball impact tests on copper azide producing no reactions. They  chose 
copper azide for their micro-detonators in a 40 mm Grenade and Mine Countermeasure Dart

• Copper azides exists in two main states, cuprous azide and cupric azide



Copper azide exists in two valent states as cuprous azide and cupric azide, 

Cupric azide can be prepared by a metathesis reaction between copper(II) 
nitrate (Cu(NO3)2) and sodium azide.

Cu(NO3)2 + 2NaN3 → Cu(N3)2 + 2 NaNO3

Cu/N atom ratio 1/6 atoms

Cupric azide Cu(N3)2 has a Molecular weight of 147.59

Cuprous azide Cu2(N3)2 has a MW of 211.14   

Cu/N atom ratio 2/6 atoms

Atomic weight of copper is 63.546 

Atomic weight of Nitrogen is 14.0067

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metathesis_reaction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper(II)_nitrate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper(II)_nitrate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_azide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_azide


• DfT quote unnamed experts saying this is the best option to leave it to fate and the elements  

• DfT stated the major problem is the fuses in the fragmentation bombs that are not armed but the 
copper of the brass caps could have formed very unstable copper azide, so they are too dangerous 
to move,  be disturbed or permit an internal survey of the state of the bombs 

• DfT state the wreck could explode from a collision , capsize, movement or braking up.  Yet still do 
not consider the public should be moved to safety 

• No internal inspection of the cargo has been sanctioned, as DfT claim it could explode the wreck . 

• The last DfT Summary Report was in November 2000. The Iraq war increased the emergence of 
suicide bombers. The wreck poses a serious easy target for terrorists intent on taking life

• DfT refused my offer to have the risk computer modelled so a safe zone could be determined and 
the number likely to be killed or seriously injured and property damage could be estimated   

• Refused to invite me to argue my case with any expert who supports theirs



• It is likely there are no fragmentation bombs as DERA strongly indicated in their Report  

• But the bombs, if present,  are not armed   

• ERDE stated any small initiator material would have been dissolved and washed away soon after 
sinking (In 1997 DERA Report)  

• But copper azide exists in two  forms cuprous and cupric azides. They are more sensitive than 
lead (plumbous) azide but can withstand steel ball impact tests. See NAVSEA Report  

• Dr Daniel Jean of VAVSEA has used “copper” azide in a 40 mm Grenade and Mine Clearance Dart  

• I consider the wreck is safe to clear from the munitions but not safe to leave to fate as a collision, 
an internal collapse or terrorist attack are real possibilities, causing it to explode that could kill all 
14,000 in Sheerness and many more beyond       

• Roger Elliot, now retired, Head of SMIT Salvage stated SMIT would support me subject to  
contract, as I intended to lead the way in a submersible first to ensure divers would be safe  



































• The Kielce has been wrongly cited to support the 
Non-Intervention Policy.

• It was totally irresponsible to use Explosive line 
cutting charges to cut hull plates with bombs on 
the other side

• Mines and bombs are designed to detonate but 
this does not make them unsafe to move with 
care but the DfT cite the Kielce as a reason for 
their Policy of Non-Intervention.

• This shows again, their lack of understanding in 
the most basic of explosives’ behaviour

• The water provided a good explosive shock 
transmission from the charges to the bombs on 
the other side of the hull plates

















1. Zero visibility in and outside of wreck
2. Very high Tidal currents for divers
3. Minimal disturbance to wreck
4. Minimal impact on those at risk
5. Likely high sedimentation around bombs
6. Safe disposal dismantling of bombs
7. Removal of wreck for reconstruction
8. Sea bed in vicinity of wreck to be cleared of 

bombs and levelled  



1. Salvage Company SMIT or other to provide Salvage Support 
Barge resting on sea bed or fixed to provide access and services

2. Length adjustable modular hatch cover made neutrally buoyant 
to avoid overloading the deck members, to fit all five hatches 
with LED lights in addition to those around the Transfer Frame

3. Pair of hydraulically opening doors allows access and excludes 
cloudy sea water mixing with filtered water in hold

4. Transfer frame carries submarine, 20 tonne bomb skip and diver 
rest room between wreck and support barge. It has a crane hoist  
rail to reach bombs and locates hoist over bomb skip

5. Three man submarine with umbilical services, heavily protected 
from debris with steel cutting and heavy manipulator

6. Filtered water from barge gives 100% visibility in wreck hold
7. High volume suction hoses removes sediment, as it is released 

by high pressure water jets  



1. 160 bomb skips of a standard road transportable design, carry the 
bombs and stores them awaiting disposal at Qinetiq site at 
Shoeburyness. These can be sold after to recover their cost 

2. Neutrally buoyant packaging holds bombs safely in position

3. Skips spaced and temporarily stored on HSE & DES advice

4. New semi-automated case panel cutting and steaming facility to 
be built at  Shoeburyness Qinetiq site

5. TNT safely burnt to produce super-heated steam

6. Water scrubber filters remove particulates from TNT combustion





1. The risks are now increasing with the integrity of the 
wreck declining

2. The risk of  a terrorist wanting to take life, is more likely 
today with the advent of the suicide bomber being a 
more common occurrence and the UK’s Foreign 
Policies embroil us in the affairs of others  

3. No collision for 68 yrs makes the statistical chance of 
one more likely. Over 5,000 vessels are logged inward 
each year passing close by in the dredged channel

4. Very soon the wreck will become too dangerous to 
enter and detonation of it may be the only option to 
leaving it to fate and disintegration



1. The public at risk are the most important of all who have a 
right to know all the facts and not treated like mushrooms

2. Computer modelling will determine the risks to population 
and property and a safe zone can be reasonably judged

3. If I can confirm the fragmentation bombs have been 
removed, from my small debris protected submarine,  the 
evacuated public could return within two days while the 
remainder is safely cleared

4. A TV Digital Channel would cover the preparations and 
clearance in real time, as it happens, so those affected can 
see progress or difficulties  first hand

5. I would aim to remove the bombs in less than two months



1. The debt owed to the US is priceless in their support for 
winning WWII with the aid of these 2,010 Liberty Ships 
and stores in addition to finalising the end in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki atom bombs, the like again must never be 
used on mankind

2. Every Jew living today and born tomorrow owe their 
lives to our allies in a horrific part of human history that 
must never be forgotten.

3. I believe Jews and millions of others would help finance 
the rebuild of this wreck to sail again, as a fitting tribute 
to all innocent lives lost on both sides during WWII  



Lives within 30 miles of Sheerness are at risk from the SS Richard 
Montgomery bomb fragments. I would appreciate everyone posting a 
letter on 1st April 2013 to David Cameron on the following lines; -
1. The MCA Report November 2000 states the SS Richard 

Montgomery could explode if a vessel is in collision with it, it 
capsizes, moves or breaks up 
How far must we move to be free of any risk?  

3. Every terrorist or conventional bomb in the UK or mine in UK 
territorial waters is made safe no matter how dangerous it is 

4. Why are the 10,358 bombs in the Montgomery not cleared that 
are risking our lives?

5. The DfT refuse to reassure us at any meeting or make statements 
in Press or Media. They will not support their case to Mike Barker

6. I want Mike Barker to be given authority to clear this wreck,  as he 
has the expertise and confidence it is safe to clear, unlike the DfT



• Please see my request made on 20th March 
2013 to Patrick McLoughlin Secretary of State 
to the DfT

• https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/d
fts_legal_failure_to_protect_li/new


